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(57) Abstract: Asymmetrical formatting of word spaces according to the uncertainty between words includes an initial filtering pro -
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SYSTEMS AND METHODS FOR ASYMMETRICAL FORMATTING OF WORD

SPACES ACCORDING TO THE UNCERTAINTY BETWEEN WORDS

CROSS REFERENCE TO RELATED APPLICATIONS

This application claims priority to US Provisional Patent Application No. 62/13 1,187,

"Systems And Methods For Asymmetrical Formatting Of Word Spaces According To The

Uncertainty Between Words" filed March 10, 2015 which is incorporated by reference in its

entirety.

TECHNICAL FIELD

The invention relates to asymmetrically formatting the width of between-word spaces

in text presentation according to the uncertainty between words to improve the reading

experience.

BACKGROUND

Phrase-formatting is a typographic technique to improve the reading experience in

which the phrases in a sentence are emphasized, often by making the word spaces larger

between phrases and smaller within a phrase. This asymmetric word space sizing provides

visual cues in the text to aid the reader with chunking the units of meaning. Manual, semi-

automated, and automated use of this technique has been demonstrated to improve reading

comprehension, speed and enjoyment.

One system and method of phrase-formatting (Bever and Robbart, 2006) uses an

artificial neural network with a three layer connectionist model: an input layer, a "hidden"

layer, and a output layer. This artificial neural network trains on text input data, extracts

patterns such as the likelihood of a phrase break, and builds a file of weights and connections

for the units of the model stored in a library. The artificial neural network uses a library of

punctuation and function words as starting data and analyzes text from a parser by examining

a sliding window of three word sequences across the text input.

During this training analysis it learns to classify the likelihood that the second word of

the three word sequence is at the end of a sentence. If it finds punctuation or an article or

function word, it takes note of the first and third word and adds information to the data

models in the library. Otherwise, it examines the stored data model. Next, based on the

outcome of the examination of the three word sequence, the neural network assigns



likelihood values that the word is the beginning or end of a phrase to the spaces between the

words.

Once trained on a corpus of text, the neural network can be used to format text. After

inputting the text to be formatted, the neural network is run to determine "C" values ranging

from 0-3, with "3" indicating end of phrase punctuation, "2" indicating a major phrase break,

"1" indicating a minor phrase break, and "0" assigned to all other breaks. Once these phrase

boundaries have been established, text margins are formatted line by line in reverse line

order. Next, the available space in each line is determined, then using the phrase boundary

values and the available space, relative space values are assigned.

Another system and method (Bever et al., 2012), computes the informativeness of

extra-lexical information (such as punctuation and spaces) adjacent to lexical items (words)

to adjust character prominence. In this method, the informativeness of a space at the

beginning or end of a word is proportional to the frequency of a space character relative to

the frequency of non-space punctuation characters. Bever et al. (2012) also describe a second

method, in which informativeness of punctuation is calculated using the predictability of

punctuation after the lexical unit and the predictability of punctuation before the next lexical

unit.

It would be desirable to have systems and methods for asymmetrically formatting the

width of between-word spaces without: (1) determining likelihood that a word is the

beginning or end of a phrase, (2) using an artificial neural network, or (3) using punctuation

to determine the end of a phrase or to compute informativeness.
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SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION

One embodiment includes an initial filtering process and subsequent text formatting

process. An embodiment of the first process includes an equivocation filter to generate a

mapping of keys and values (output) from a corpus or word sequence frequency data (input).

An embodiment of the second process includes a text formatting process for asymmetrically

adjusting the width of spaces adjacent to keys using the values. The filtering process, which

generates a mapping of keys and values, need only be performed once to analyze a corpus;

however, once generated, the key-value mapping can be used multiple times by a subsequent

text processing process.

In an embodiment, a filtering process includes statistical modeling of a language,

including measurement of the uncertainty across word spaces using principles from

perceptual span asymmetry, strategically indeterminate input data, and information theory.

In an embodiment, the input to the filter consists of derivatives such as word sequence

frequency counts («-grams). In another embodiment, the input to the filter is a raw corpus

from which word sequence frequency counts («-grams) can be generated. In an embodiment,

the filtering process includes an asymmetric property of reading, in which properties of the

word after the space may depend on properties of the word before the space. The subsequent

word may be partially predictable based on the context of (1) the known word and (2)

incomplete, but still useful parafoveal information about the following word. In an

embodiment, the filtering process includes partial conflation of lexical frequency input to



consist of strategically indeterminate pseudo-syntactic information about function word and

content-word transitions. Partial conflation is achieved by having lexical items which carry

syntactic information (function words) retain their identity, while having lexical items which

lack syntactic information (content words) have their identity replaced (conflated) with one

or more wildcards ("·")· In n embodiment, the filtering process includes computation of

conditional entropy - also called equivocation and written as H(y\x) - across a word space to

quantify the informational asymmetry between words. This is a measure of the amount of

variability in a second, unknown word or wildcard (y), given the variability of a first, known

word or wildcard (x). In an embodiment, a wildcard is the part of speech category of a word.

In an embodiment, a wildcard is the open-class status (i.e., is a content word) of the word. In

an embodiment, the output of the filter is a mapping of keys and values for two or more

lexical item hybrid sequences in a language (e.g., "[·, of] 0.83", "[of, the] 0.09", "[the, · ] -

0.17", etc.).

In an embodiment, a text formatting process asymmetrically adjusts the width of

spaces adjacent to keys using values from an equivocation filter mapping of keys and values.

In an embodiment, for each text data block, the process scans the data for a space followed by

a space-terminated word token ("ink"). Once found, the previously parsed token followed by

the current token are marked as Token A and Token B, respectively. In an embodiment, each

token is examined for leading and/or trailing punctuation to create Core A and Core B tokens,

which are replaced with pseudo-syntactic wildcards using partial conflation. In an

embodiment, these pseudo-syntactic Core tokens are optionally concatenated with trailing

punctuation, if any, to generate Key A and Key B . In other embodiments, Core tokens are

used to generate Keys directly. In another embodiment, Keys are generated from Core tokens

in combination with trailing (Key A) and/or leading (Key B) punctuation adjacent to the

space. In an embodiment, the process looks up an adjustment value from the recorded output

of equivocation filter process using one or more keys. In one embodiment, the key is derived

from a key pair (Key A, Key B). In an alternative embodiment, the key consists of

compounded segments of lexical information, such as: one or more of punctuation, wildcards,

sub-classed wildcards, part of speech, or function words. In a further embodiment, the key

consists of either multiple keys or a single key represented as a concatenated string, tuple,

dictionary, or analogous data structure. In an embodiment, the process applies a proportional

adjustment to the space between Token A and Token B, wherein the proportional change in

space width is identical to the adjustment value.



BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE FIGURES

FIG. 1 is a flow chart illustrating an example method for asymmetrical formatting of

word spaces according to the uncertainty between words using data from an equivocation

filter and a text formatting process;

FIG. 2 is a flow chart illustrating an example method for generating a mapping of

keys and values with an equivocation filter process;

FIG. 3 is a diagram depicting the input to an equivocation filter with selected

examples of word and punctuation sequence data (bigrams and unigrams and their respective

frequency counts) for English;

FIG. 4 is a diagram depicting the input to an equivocation filter with selected

examples of word sequence data (bigrams and unigrams and their respective frequency

counts) for Spanish;

FIG. 5 is a diagram depicting an intermediate step in an equivocation filter with

selected examples of word sequence data after partial conflation into a hybrid (· indicates a

wildcard; i.e., any content word) for English;

FIG. 6 is a diagram depicting an intermediate step in an equivocation filter with

selected examples of word sequence data after partial conflation into a hybrid (· indicates a

wildcard; i.e., any content word) and a function pseudo-category (# indicates a pseudo-

wildcard; i.e, any Arabic numeral) for Spanish;

FIG. 7 is a diagram depicting selected English examples of output from an

equivocation filter, a mapping of keys and values with three illustrative examples of values:

raw equivocation scores, equivocation scores after normalization, and normalized

equivocation scores after aesthetic rescaling (using a scaling factor of range = 1) to generate

relative adjustment values;

FIG. 8 is a diagram depicting selected Spanish examples of output from an

equivocation filter, a mapping of keys and values with three illustrative examples of values:

raw equivocation scores, equivocation scores after normalization, and normalized

equivocation scores after aesthetic rescaling (using a scaling factor of range = 1) to generate

relative adjustment values;

FIG. 9 is a flow chart illustrating an example method for a text formatting process

using a data mapping of keys and values from an equivocation filter;

FIG. 10 is a diagram depicting an HTML document before application of a text

formatting process;



FIG. 11 is a diagram depicting the head of an HTML document after application of a

text formatting process and illustrating asymmetrical word spacing implemented as CSS span

tags;

FIG. 12 is a diagram depicting the body of an HTML document after application of a

text formatting process and illustrating asymmetrical word spacing implemented as CSS span

tags;

FIG. 13 is a diagram depicting a web browser rendering an English HTML document

before application of a text formatting process;

FIG. 14 is a diagram depicting a web browser rendering an English HTML document

after application of a text formatting process;

FIG. 15 is a diagram depicting a web browser rendering an English HTML document

after application of a text formatting process highlighting the expanded spaces between a

wildcard and the word "of;

FIG. 16 is a diagram depicting a web browser rendering an English HTML document

after application of a text formatting process highlighting the condensed spaces between the

word "the" and a wildcard;

FIG. 17 is a diagram depicting a web browser rendering a Spanish HTML document

before application of a text formatting process;

FIG. 18 is a diagram depicting a web browser rendering a Spanish HTML document

after application of a text formatting process;

FIG. 19 is a diagram depicting a web browser rendering a German HTML document

before application of a text formatting process;

FIG. 20 is a diagram depicting a web browser rendering a German HTML document

after application of a text formatting process;

FIG. 2 1 is a flow chart illustrating an example method for a text formatting process

using a data mapping of keys and values from an equivocation filter applied to a markup

language document (.idml) and optionally correcting for any changes to paragraph length if

the source of the markup language document is a desktop publishing document (.indd)

destined for print;

FIG. 22 shows a block diagram of a client-server system and network in which an

embodiment of the system may be implemented;

FIG. 23 shows a more detailed diagram of an example of a client or computer which

may be used in an embodiment of the system; and

FIG. 24 shows a system block diagram of a client computer system.



DETAILED DESCRIPTION

Computer-implemented systems and methods are disclosed for asymmetrically

formatting the width of between-word spaces in text presentation according to the uncertainty

between words to improve the reading experience.

Asymmetrically adjusting word space widths first requires a filtering process to

analyze the pseudo- syntactic structure of a language, and a second text formatting process to

apply the results of such an analysis to a given document containing text. As depicted in FIG.

1, the filtering process uses an equivocation filter 110 to generate a mapping of keys and

values 120 (output) from at least one corpus or word sequence frequency data (input). The

text formatting process 130 asymmetrically adjusts the width of spaces adjacent to keys using

the values. The text formatting process receives an input document 140 and applies the text

formatting process 130 to generate a processed document 150 as output.

The filtering process operates given a database of function words, closed-class words

that have primarily a syntactic rather than a semantic role. The database includes words or

word sequences from one or more lexical categories: auxiliary verbs, determiners,

conjunctions, prepositions, and pronouns word classes; and optionally of function word

categories, such as Arabic numerals, Roman numerals, or proper names; or an optional list of

punctuation characters, for example, in English:

. ? ! , ; : ( ) etc.

The filtering process includes statistical modeling of a language, including

measurement of the uncertainty across word spaces using principles from perceptual span

asymmetry, strategically indeterminate input data, and information theory.

The perceptual span in which readers obtain useful information about words is limited in size

and is asymmetric in length: about 3-4 characters behind fixation and about 14-15 characters

ahead of fixation. Perceptual span is affected by the reading direction of the writing script

and is due to attentional rather than visual acuity factors. Reading is intrinsically asymmetric

because the word being fixated on is known, while the subsequent word is not yet known;

however, it may be partially predictable based on the context of the known word and

incomplete but still useful para-foveal information about the following word.

With reference to FIG. 2, an embodiment of a flowchart is illustrated for a method of

generating a mapping of keys and values with an equivocation filter process. The raw input

to the filter is either a derivative such as «-gram frequency counts 220 or an optional corpus



210 from which these can be generated. First, this input is made strategically uncertain by re-

categorizing raw word sequence frequency data into a hybrid construct using a partial

conflation filter 230. In this filtration process, lexical items which carry syntactic information

(closed-class or function words) retain their identity; however, lexical items which lack

syntactic information (open-class or content words) have their identity replaced (conflation)

with one or more wildcards ("·"), which are a category of lexical items. These partial

conflation hybrids contain pseudo-syntactic information about transitions between and among

function words and content-words (or between and among closed-and open-class words).

Critically, this hybridization step requires feature analysis at more than one level of

abstraction with some words treated as their lexical identity and some words treated as a

category. One example of partial conflation, the words am, are, is, was, were, etc. are treated

as a lexeme (root word) "to be" that contains all the inflected word forms. In another

example, words such as is, are, did, has, etc. from multiple lexemes such as to be, to do, and

to have are treated as a lexical category (word class, or part of speech) "auxiliary verb." In

another example, nouns such as time, some verbs such as said, adjectives such as new, and

adverbs such as recently can be treated as the category "content words." Next, from these

hybrids, frequency counts for unique items and item sequences are generated 240 and used to

compute equivocation values 250. Finally, the equivocation values are normalized 260,

rescaled to desired relative adjustment values 270, and optionally to absolute adjustment

values 280 before output as a mapping of keys and values 120.

From principles of information theory, entropy is a measurement of the amount of

uncertainty in predicting random variables. More specifically, the conditional entropy - also

called equivocation and written as H(y\x) - across a word space is a method for quantifying

the informational asymmetry between words. It is a measure of the amount of variability in a

second, unknown word (y), given the variability of a first, known word (x). Equivocation is

an effective asymmetric measure of how uncertain the word following a space is given

knowledge of the word before the space. Equivocation reflects the degree to which an event

occurs, a measure of event ambiguity. It is a measure that relates the observation of the

known event (x) to the observation of the intersection (x, y ) of the second event (y) with the

first event (x). Critically, after partial conflation 230, events x and can be of different types

(e.g., lexical identity: x = the, and one or more categories: e.g., = content word) or of the

same type (e.g., x = of,y = the; or x =pronoun, y = auxiliary verb).

There are other conditional probability statistics (e.g., transitional probabilities,

mutual information, correlation) that are functionally equivalent to equivocation (conditional



entropy). These normalize co-occurrence frequency by the overall frequency of individual

events. Any of these conditional probability statistics, including backward transitional

probability (the probability of X given Y), provides information for segmentation at

transitions.

Use of partial conflation hybrids to measure uncertainty allows the method to robustly

handle novel content words with which the model is unfamiliar. Use of partial conflation

hybrids also allows equivocation to measure the degree of semantic and syntactic overlap

between words and how those words are actually used in a language. This degree of semantic

and syntactic overlap is a continuous measure of pseudo-syntactic distance between words. It

is a simple one dimensional measure of how semantic (content) words and syntactic

(function) words transition into one another in a language.

Equivocation filter process

In accordance with one embodiment, for each document in a corpus: first, as shown in

FIG. 3 for English and FIG. 4 for Spanish, the document is separated into a list of space-

separated tokens, or «-grams 220; second, as shown in FIG. 5 for English and FIG. 6 for

Spanish, this token list is iterated through to count the unigram and bigram frequency 240 of

pseudo-syntactic hybrids 230; and third, as shown in FIG. 7 for English and FIG. 8 for

Spanish, the unigram and bigram frequency counts are used to compute and output the

equivocation (conditional entropy) score for each hybrid for each document 250. In an

embodiment, equivocation scores for the filtered pseudo-syntactic hybrids can be used

directly as values 250 in a key-value mapping 120. In other embodiments, the equivocation

scores can be normalized 260 and re-scaled to a desired aesthetic range and then used as

values 270. In an embodiment, the output of the filter 110 is a mapping of keys and values

120 for two or more lexical item hybrid sequences in a language (e.g., "[·, of] 0.83", "[of,

the] 0.09", "[the, · ] -0.17", etc.), a list of the keys 510 and values 520.

In an embodiment of partial conflation 230 and frequency counts of a partial

conflation hybrid 240, during iteration through the token list, a two-token window is created

at a given position n in the list and Token A is set to position n-1 while Token B is set to

position n . Next, any leading and trailing punctuation in Token A is separated from the Core

A token. If Core A is in the form of an Arabic or Roman numeral, then it is replaced with a

pseudo-wildcard token. Otherwise, if Core A is not in the database of function words, then

Core A is replaced with a wildcard token. A lookup key "Key A" is created, which is a



concatenation of (in order): any leading punctuation from Token A, Core A, and any trailing

punctuation from Token A . Then the unigram counter for Key A is incremented.

Next, any leading and trailing punctuation in Token B is separated from the Core B

token. If Core B is in the form of a Arabic or Roman numeral, then it is replaced with a

pseudo-wildcard token. Otherwise, if Core B is not in the database of function words, then

Core B is replaced with a wildcard token. A lookup key "Key B" is created, which is a

concatenation of (in order): any leading punctuation from Token B, Core B, and any trailing

punctuation from Token B . Then the bigram counter for (Key A, Key B) is incremented.

Once iteration through the document is complete, the unigram and bigram frequency

counts of pseudo-syntactic hybrids are used to compute equivocation scores. In an

embodiment, for each recorded bigram (Key A, Key B) and given the recorded unigram

frequency of Key A, the recorded bigram (Key A, Key B) frequency, and the total (sum)

unigram and bigram frequencies, then equivocation (conditional entropy) scores 250 are

computed using:

H(y\x) =p(x,y) Log( ( ) lp(x,y) ), where:

p(x, y) = bigram_freq((Key A, Key B)) / sum(bigram_freq(all))

p(x) =unigram_freq(Key A) / sum(unigram_freq(all))

In a preferred embodiment, for each document, the equivocation scores are

normalized 260 (e.g., converted to standard scores) and then these normalized values for each

document are averaged across the corpus (i.e., added and divided by the number of

documents). In an alternative embodiment, a multi-document corpus is treated as one single,

large document when computing (and normalizing) equivocation scores. In an embodiment,

equivocation scores are normalized using standard scores (z-scores) 260, computed using:

z-score(/z) = h - Mean (A)) / Std Dev (A)

where h is each recorded equivocation score, H(y|x). In a further embodiment, normalized

equivocation scores are re-scaled to a desired aesthetic range (i.e., the maximum range for

word space width to increase and decrease). For example, aesthetic rescaling 270 of

normalized equivocation scores is using the following transformation:



relative adjustment value = z x r I (Max (z) - Min (z))

where r is a scaling factor describing the range (upper and lower bounds) that adjustment

values can vary by (e.g., r = 1) and z is a normalized equivocation score.

In an embodiment, relative adjustments 270 are used directly as values, or

(optionally) if absolute scaling adjustments are desired they can be converted to absolute

percentage values 280:

absolute adjustment value = relative adjustment value χ 100 + 100

In an embodiment, this mapping of each bigram and its either relative or absolute

adjustment values are outputted as keys 510 and values 520. In an embodiment, the values

520 have been normalized and rescaled to the desired aesthetic variation 270. These

adjustment values 270 specify variable space widths including increased width 550,

decreased width 555, or exceptions that retain the original width. In an alternative

embodiment, the equivocation (conditional entropy) score 250 or the post-normalized score

260 are used as values in the mapping input and normalization and/or aesthetic rescaling are

performed during the text formatting process 130. In this embodiment, aesthetic rescaling can

use a predetermined default, or be determined by the user at the time of text formatting.

When these values are applied to adjust the formatting between word spaces in a text

indicated by the keys 130, the typographic structure of the text is formatted according to the

syntactic/non-syntactic uncertainty of the second word given knowledge of the first.

Distribution methods

Following is a non-limiting example of an application of the output from the filtering

process to asymmetrically adjust the width of spaces in a document. In this example, the

document is an HTML document, but the same principles could be adapted to apply to other

types of documents containing text. With reference to FIG. 9, an embodiment of a flowchart

is illustrated for a method for a text formatting process 130 using a data mapping of keys and

values from an equivocation filter 120.



Text Processing

With reference to FIG. 9, for each block of text 140, the block 610 is iteratively

scanned for a space followed by a space-terminated word token ("ink"). The previously

parsed token (or the first token if at the beginning of a data block) and the currently parsed

token are designated Token A and Token B, respectively 640. For each token (A and B), any

leading and trailing punctuation (per-token Left Punctuation and Right Punctuation), if they

exist, are separated from the Core token.

In an embodiment, if the Core A or Core B tokens are arabic or roman numerals, then

Core A and Core B are replaced with corresponding pseudo-wildcards; otherwise keys "Key

A" and "Key B" are created that are each a concatenation of (in order): any leading

punctuation from Token A or Token B, respectively; Core A or Core B, respectively; and any

trailing punctuation from Token A or Token B, respectively 650.

In an embodiment, Key A becomes any trailing punctuation from Core A only,

otherwise Key A becomes Core A . In an embodiment, keys contain strings of ink, including a

word, followed or proceeded by optional punctuation. In a second embodiment, Key A

contains only words and final punctuation of an ink string and Key B contains only words

and initial punctuation of an ink string. In a third embodiment, keys contain only words (Core

A or Core B).

Next, the adjustment value recorded as output from the equivocation filter is looked

up using the key (Key A, Key B) 660.

This adjustment value can be used (either directly or modified) to inform space

adjustments applied 670 within the destination media (e.g., HTML, IDML, PDF, etc.).

This process iterates across any remaining tokens 630 and data blocks 620. Once all

tokens and data blocks have been processed, the document is emitted as a processed

document 150.

HTML Processing

For a given HTML document containing text, the text formatting process involves

parsing the HTML to isolate the user-visible content ("data") from its markup, including the

hierarchical relationship of a text element to other parts of the document, if any, or how the

text element should be displayed. Each section of displayable text is then processed as in

"Text Processing."

In an embodiment, for a given document containing text and HTML such as 140 in

FIG. 10, the text formatting process involves parsing the HTML to isolate the user-visible



content ("data") 160 from its markup, including the hierarchical relationship of a text element

to other parts of the document, if any, or how the text element should be displayed.

FIG. 10 illustrates an example input file 140 for the general method of "Text

Processing" 130 shown in FIG. 9, but applied to HTML. FIG. 11 and 12 illustrate examples

of the head and body, respectively, of the HTML after being emitted as a processed document

150. FIG. 13 and 14 illustrates a browser rendering of the user-visible content before and

after spacing adjustments have been applied, respectively, to user-visible content in English.

FIG. 15 illustrates a browser rendering of the user-visible content after spacing adjustments

have been applied with examples of asymmetrical spacing applied to expand 550 a space

indicated by the key according to the adjustment value. FIG. 16 illustrates a browser

rendering of the user-visible content after spacing adjustments have been applied with

examples of asymmetrical spacing applied to compress 555 a space indicated by the key

according to the adjustment value. In FIG. 10-16, the text in the examples is English.

FIG. 17 and 18 illustrate a browser rendering of the user-visible content before and

after spacing adjustments have been applied, respectively, to user-visible content in Spanish.

FIG. 19 and 20 illustrates a browser rendering of the user-visible content before and after

spacing adjustments have been applied, respectively, to user-visible content in German.

In an embodiment, given word-space-separated keys and a corresponding adjustment

value, the adjusted size of the space is in units of em. An em is a unit in the field

of typography , equal to the currently specified point size. Thus, one em in a 16-point typeface

is 16 points. Therefore, this unit is the same for all typefaces at a given point size. The

adjusted size can be calculated using a default size (e.g., 0.25 em) multiplied by the

adjustment value. For example, an adjustment value of 0 .10 (+10%) and a default space size

of 0.25 em would result in a space resized to 0.275 em. In a further embodiment, the process

checks if it has already applied an adjustment of 0.275 em. If not, it creates a CSS

specification for a new, unique SPAN class specifying the new space width and then emits

the new SPAN class into a stylesheet, e.g., "adjustmentl". The space between Key A and

Key B is surrounded with a SPAN specification using the above-defined class. For example:

<span class="adjustmentl"> </span>

If the process has already applied an adjustment of a given size, then it looks up the

previously-defined SPAN class (e.g., "adjustmentl"). The space between Key A and Key B

is surrounded with a SPAN specification using the previously-defined class, for example:

<span class="adjustmentl"> </span>

In a preferred embodiment, the parameter adjusted to effect the apparent size of the



word space is letter-spacing. In other embodiments, other parameters including one or more

of horizontal scaling, kerning, horizontal offset, padding, left-margin, or right-margin are

adjusted.

In another embodiment, the previously-referenced adjustments can be applied to

<SPAN> tags from generated JavaScript or fixed JavaScript with generated input, which at

render-time applies adjustments to SPANs with respective id or class identifier within the

Document Object Model. In another embodiment, adjustments can be implemented by

inserting a static spacing structure (e.g., <IMG> and <SPACER> HTML entities) which can

be placed in-line with text in order to augment or replace one or more spaces.

Arbitrary File Format Processing

In an embodiment, any arbitrary file format containing text, including Markup

Languages (e.g., XML, HTML, XHTML, or IDML) are processed similar to the method

described in "Text Processing." Text segments are extracted and processed as in "Text

Processing." Spacing is adjusted within the document using the native markup language

specification and the processed document (or specified subset) are created as the output. With

reference to FIG. 21, an embodiment of a flowchart is illustrated for a method of text

formatting process 130 applied to an InDesign Markup Language (.idml) file. An InDesign

document (,indd) 1140 measures and records the initial paragraph length for each block of

text 1145 and then is exported to an.idml file, a type of XML 140. This input file is processed

130 and the output file 150 is converted to a processed .indd document 1150, which is used to

re-measure the current paragraph length 1155. If the current length is approximately the

same as the initial length 1160 for all paragraphs then processing is complete and the

document can be exported 1170 (to a PDF file). If not, the spacing can be readjusted

dynamically 1180 until length parity is achieved.

Text via Server

In an embodiment, segments of text with optional font specifications are submitted to

a server (local or remote), which applies the method described in "Text Processing" to the

text. The format of the submitted data could be text, or encapsulated as JSON, BSON,

HTML, XHTML, XML, or other encapsulation methods. Space adjustments are returned by

replacing spaces with <ASYM=N> where N is the calculated adjustment from "Text

Processing". In another embodiment, a database of adjustment values is returned. Each



database entry corresponds to one or more spaces within the source text. In another

embodiment, the logic of "Text Processing" is embedded in a browser, browser extension or

application plug-in (e.g., NSAPI). Text is submitted to this embedded program instead of sent

to a local or remote server.

HTML via Server

Method of "HTML Processing", where HTML is submitted with optional font

specifications to a server (local or remote) which applies "HTML Processing" to the text. The

format of the submitted data could be encapsulated as JSON, BSON, XHTML, XML, or

other data format. In one embodiment, the HTML is returned with a <STYLE> CSS

stylesheet automatically inserted into the HTML. In another embodiment, the style sheet is

returned as a separate item of data. In another embodiment, the logic of "HTML Processing"

is embedded in a browser, browser extension, or application plug-in (e.g., NSAPI). HTML is

submitted to this embedded processor instead of being sent to a local or remote server.

Extension

In an embodiment, text is parsed and adjusted via a browser add-on or extension

which implements a program which operates on the browser's Document Object Model

(DOM). The extension parses the DOM of a rendered web page, extracting text that is or

could be displayed for the user. The text blocks and optional per-block font specifications are

then submitted as per "Text via Server."

DOM Processing

In one embodiment, the space adjustment values returned are converted into new

DOM elements of a size informed by the space adjustments, which replace spaces. In another

embodiment, spaces are augmented with additional DOM elements to adjust the spacing as in

"HTML Processing."

HTML to Text Processing

In another embodiment, the HTML of the web page is extracted from the DOM,

exported as in "HTML via Server," and re-imported into the web page, which is then

refreshed to update content. In another embodiment, the HTML of the web page is extracted

from the DOM, exported as in "HTML via Server." The response is then separated into plain

text sections and applied directly to the content of DOM elements.



In another embodiment, displayable text segments with optional font specifications

are parsed from the DOM, and submitted as in "Text via Server." The returned spacing

adjustments are then applied to the DOM as in "DOM Processing."

In another embodiment, displayable text segments with optional font specifications

are parsed from the DOM, and submitted as in "Text via Server." The returned HTML is then

applied to the DOM as in "HTML to Text Processing" e.g., via DOM element.innerHTML.

In another embodiment, displayable text segments on a web page are broken down

into unique word pairs. These word pairs are then submitted as one or more text blocks as in

"Text via Server." The adjustments returned are stored in a database. The displayable text

segments on the web page are re-parsed for word pairs, and any adjustments stored in the

database for that word pair is applied. In another embodiment, displayable text is searched for

each word pair in the database, and the spacing adjustment is applied. In another

embodiment, a block of text from any source is submitted as above, generating spacing

adjustments.

In another embodiment, a web browser NSAPI (or other native) plugin is used to

render a web page in a browser <EMBED> tag, applying spacing as returned from "Text via

Server" or HTML via Server" and displaying the text of the web page.

Applications

In one embodiment, a computer application program (or a computer application

program plugin, extension, etc.) accepts outputs from one or more of the methods previously

described, and creates a new document with the processed text and spaces adjusted using

formatting mechanisms native to the given format. Example file formats include, but are not

limited to, PDF, HTML, ePUB, IDML, INDD, DOC, and DOCX. In another embodiment,

this new document is optionally rendered in memory and displayed to a user for reading.

Applications of this type include web browsers, text editors, word processors, desktop

publishing applications, and ebook readers.

Definitions:

"Uncertainty across a word space" is a measure of variability in a second unknown word

(after the space) given a first known word (before the space).



"Filter for computing lexical uncertainties" is a process, where lexical items that have

syntactic information (closed-class or function words) retain their identity; however, lexical

items that lack syntactic information (open-class or content words) have their identity

replaced (conflation) with one or more wildcards ("·")·

"Wildcard" is a category with multiple lexical items counted as a group, for example a lexical

category (auxiliary verbs, pronouns, numerals, etc.), or content words.

"Function words" are words that have little lexical meaning and express grammatical or

syntactic relationships with other words in a sentence, or specify the attitude or mood of a

speaker. Function words are generally sparse in meaning.

"Content words" are words such as nouns, most (but not all) verbs, adjectives, and adverbs

that refer to some object, action, or characteristic. Content words are generally rich in

meaning (semantic).

"N-gram frequency counts" are the number of times that an event occurs in a contiguous

sequence of n items from a given sequence of text. Examples of ft-grams are 1 item

(unigram), 2 items (bigram), 3 items (trigram), etc.

"Pseudo-syntactic hybrids" are partial conflation hybrids that contain pseudo-syntactic

information about function words and content-word transitions, and optionally between a

function word and another function word. Partial conflation means that words in some word

classes are conflated (combined into a category). Some words can be treated as themselves

(retain their lexical identity) and are not combined into a category. Other words might be

treated as a category. For example am, are, is, was, were, etc. can be treated as a lexeme (root

word "to be" that contains all the inflected word forms). In another example, a lexical

category ("auxiliary verb" that includes multiple lexemes such as to be, to do, and to have).

Or for example, nouns such as time, some verbs such as said, adjectives such as new, and

adverbs such as recently can be treated as the category "content words."



"Lexeme" is a unit of lexical meaning that exists regardless of the inflectional endings it may

have or the number of words it may contain. A lexeme is a category that roughly corresponds

to the set of forms taken by a single word.

"Lexical item" is a single word, a part of a word, or a chain of words that forms the basic

elements of a language's lexicon (vocabulary).

"Lexical identity" is a word itself.

"Lexical category" is a word class (sometimes called a lexical class, or part of speech).

Examples of common lexical categories include nouns, verbs, adjectives, adverbs, pronouns,

prepositions, conjunctions, numerals, articles, and determiners.

"Closed class" is a word class which does not accept or only rarely accepts new items.

Examples of closed-class categories include conjunctions, determiners, pronouns, and

prepositions. In general, closed classes describe are syntactic categories that contain words

that are primarily grammatical, have functional roles, and are sparse in meaning.

"Open class" is a word class that contains a large number of words and accepts the addition

of new words. Examples include nouns, verbs, adjectives, adverbs, and interjections. In

general, open classes are lexical categories that contain words that are primarily semantic,

have content, and are rich in meaning.

"Corpus" is a collection of written texts.

"Keys and values" are elements of a key-value store, also known as a key-value database,

associative array, dictionary, or hash table. Each of the keys are unique identifiers that

reference and provide access to associated values. A value represents data which can either

be a simple data point or complex data types like records, arrays, or dictionaries.

"Mapping input of keys and values" is a discrete set of keys and their values.



"An HTML document" is a block of text or data that contains zero or more syntactic elements

as defined by the HTML standard. These documents are generally intended to be viewed

within a web browser.

"An HTML tag" is code that defines the content and formatting of an HTML document.

HTML tags are enclosed in '<' and '>' characters. The widths of the adjacent spaces within an

HTML document can be adjusted by inserting an HTML tag.

"An XML document" is a block of text or data that contains zero or more syntactic elements

as defined by the XML standard. These documents are generally intended to be viewed

within a web browser. The widths of the adjacent spaces within an XML document can be

marked with an XML tag that specifies the width of the space.

"An XML tag" is code that defines the content and formatting of an HTML document. XML

tags are enclosed in '<' and '>' characters.

"An XHTML document" is a block of text or data that contains zero or more syntactic

elements as defined by the XHTML standard. These documents are generally intended to be

viewed within a web browser. The widths of the adjacent spaces within an XHTML

document can be adjusted by inserting an XHTML tag.

"An XHTML tag" is code that defines the content and formatting of an XHTML document.

XHTML tags are enclosed in '<' and '>' characters.

"Absolute space size" is the discrete size measurement of a given area of whitespace. An

example absolute space size is 0.25.

"Relative space size" is a positive or negative adjustment in proportion to an existing

absolute space size. An example relative space size would be +0. 1 or -0.2, which would

respectively increase by 10% or decrease by 20% the size of a space from its initial size.

"Line-to-line text density" is how compact or loose the ink is from line to line. For example,

the average amount of characters or words per line of text.



"Space character" is the standard space character used in the digital representation of text to

separate words and introduce whitespace in general. A space character is usually identified in

the ASCII table as 32, but could also be represented as ASCII code 160 or HTML entity

&nbsp; (non-breaking space), or any space character as defined in the Unicode standard

(including U+0020, U+00A0, U+1680, U+180E, U+2000 through U+200B inclusive,

U+202F, U+205F, U+3000, U+FEFF).

"Unicode private use area space character" is a character as defined by the Unicode standard

in the range of U+E000 through E+F8FF inclusive. The visual representation of characters in

this range can be modified to suit any purpose, including use of a font to represent different

sizes of whitespace.

"CSS stylesheet" is a block of code which utilizes elements of the CSS language to determine

how visual elements should appear on a page of text or other content. The widths of the

adjacent spaces within an HTML or XHTML document can be adjusted by using an HTML

or XHTML tag that references one or more styles from a CSS stylesheet.

GENERAL CONSIDERATIONS

FIG. 22 is a simplified block diagram of a distributed computer network 100.

Computer network 100 includes a number of client systems 113, 116, and 119, and a server

system 122 coupled to a communication network 124 via a plurality of communication links

128. There may be any number of clients and servers in a system. Communication network

124 provides a mechanism for allowing the various components of distributed network 100 to

communicate and exchange information with each other.

Communication network 124 may itself be comprised of many interconnected

computer systems and communication links. Communication links 128 may be hardwire

links, optical links, satellite or other wireless communications links, wave propagation links,

or any other mechanisms for communication of information. Various communication

protocols may be used to facilitate communication between the various systems shown in

FIG. 22. These communication protocols may include TCP/IP, HTTP protocols, wireless

application protocol (WAP), vendor-specific protocols, customized protocols, and others.

While in one embodiment, communication network 124 is the Internet, in other



embodiments, communication network 124 may be any suitable communication network

including a local area network (LAN), a wide area network (WAN), a wireless network, a

intranet, a private network, a public network, a switched network, and combinations of these,

and the like.

Distributed computer network 100 in FIG. 22 is merely illustrative of an embodiment

and is not intended to limit the scope of the invention as recited in the claims. One of

ordinary skill in the art would recognize other variations, modifications, and alternatives. For

example, more than one server system 122 may be connected to communication network 124.

As another example, a number of client systems 113, 116, and 119 may be coupled to

communication network 124 via an access provider (not shown) or via some other server

system.

Client systems 113, 116, and 119 typically request information from a server system

which provides the information. For this reason, server systems typically have more

computing and storage capacity than client systems. However, a particular computer system

may act as both a client or a server depending on whether the computer system is requesting

or providing information. Additionally, although aspects of the system have been described

using a client-server environment, it should be apparent that the system may also be

embodied in a stand-alone computer system. Aspects of the system may be embodied using a

client-server environment or a cloud-computing environment.

Server 122 is responsible for receiving information requests from client systems 113,

116, and 119, performing processing required to satisfy the requests, and for forwarding the

results corresponding to the requests back to the requesting client system. The processing

required to satisfy the request may be performed by server system 122 or may alternatively

be delegated to other servers connected to communication network 124.

Client systems 113, 116, and 119 enable users to access and query information stored

by server system 122. In a specific embodiment, a "Web browser" application executing on a

client system enables users to select, access, retrieve, or query information stored by server

system 122. Examples of web browsers include the Internet Explorer browser program

provided by Microsoft Corporation, Google Chrome provided by Google, Safari provided by

Apple Inc., and the Firefox browser provided by Mozilla Foundation, and others.

FIG. 23 shows an exemplary client or server system. In an embodiment, a user

interfaces with the system through a computer workstation system, such as shown in FIG. 23.

FIG. 23 shows a computer system 201 that includes a monitor 203, screen 205, cabinet 207,

keyboard 209, and mouse 2 11 . Mouse 2 11 may have one or more buttons such as mouse



buttons 213. Cabinet 207 houses familiar computer components, some of which are not

shown, such as a processor, memory, mass storage devices 217, and the like.

Mass storage devices 217 may include mass disk drives, floppy disks, magnetic disks,

optical disks, magneto-optical disks, fixed disks, hard disks, CD-ROMs, recordable CDs,

DVDs, recordable DVDs (e.g., DVD-R, DVD+R, DVD-RW, DVD+RW, HD-DVD, or Blu-

ray Disc), flash and other nonvolatile solid-state storage (e.g., USB flash drive), battery-

backed-up volatile memory, tape storage, reader, and other similar media, and combinations

of these.

A computer-implemented or computer-executable version of the system may be

embodied using, stored on, or associated with computer-readable medium or non-transitory

computer-readable medium. A computer-readable medium may include any medium that

participates in providing instructions to one or more processors for execution. Such a medium

may take many forms including, but not limited to, nonvolatile, and volatile media.

Nonvolatile media includes, for example, flash memory, or optical or magnetic disks.

Volatile media includes static or dynamic memory, such as cache memory or RAM.

For example, a binary, machine-executable version, of the software of the present

system may be stored or reside in RAM or cache memory, or on mass storage device 217.

The source code of the software may also be stored or reside on mass storage device 217

(e.g., hard disk, magnetic disk, tape, or CD-ROM). As a further example, code may be

transmitted via wires, or through a network such as the Internet.

FIG. 24 shows a system block diagram of computer system 201. As in FIG. 23,

computer system 201 includes monitor 203, keyboard 209, and mass storage devices 217.

Computer system 201 further includes subsystems such as central processor 302, system

memory 304, input/output (I/O) controller 306, display adapter 308, serial or universal serial

bus (USB) port 312, network interface 318, and speaker 320. In an embodiment, a computer

system includes additional or fewer subsystems. For example, a computer system could

include more than one processor 302 (i.e., a multiprocessor system) or a system may include

a cache memory.

Arrows such as 322 represent the system bus architecture of computer system 201.

However, these arrows are illustrative of any interconnection scheme serving to link the

subsystems. For example, speaker 320 could be connected to the other subsystems through a

port or have an internal direct connection to central processor 302. The processor may

include multiple processors or a multicore processor, which may permit parallel processing of

information. Computer system 201 shown in FIG. 23 is but an example of a suitable



computer system. Other configurations of subsystems suitable for use will be readily apparent

to one of ordinary skill in the art.

Computer software products may be written in any of various suitable programming

languages, such as C, C++, C#, Pascal, Fortran, Perl, Matlab (from MathWorks), SAS, SPSS,

JavaScript, AJAX, Java, SQL, and XQuery (a query language that is designed to process data

from XML files or any data source that can be viewed as XML, HTML, or both). The

computer software product may be an independent application with data input and data

display modules. Alternatively, the computer software products may be classes that may be

instantiated as distributed objects. The computer software products may also be component

software such as Java Beans (from Oracle Corporation) or Enterprise Java Beans (EJB from

Oracle Corporation). In a specific embodiment, the present system provides a computer

program product which stores instructions such as computer code to program a computer to

perform any of the processes or techniques described.

An operating system for the system may be one of the Microsoft Windows® family

of operating systems (e.g., Windows NT, Windows 2000, Windows XP, Windows XP x64

Edition, Windows Vista, Windows 7, Windows CE, Windows Mobile, Windows 8), Linux,

HP-UX, TRU64, UNIX, Sun OS, Solaris SPARC and x64, Mac OS X, Alpha OS, AIX,

IRIX32, or IRIX64. Other operating systems may also or instead be used. Microsoft

Windows is a trademark of Microsoft Corporation.

Furthermore, the computer may be connected to a network and may interface to other

computers using this network. The network may be an intranet, internet, or the Internet,

among others. The network may be a wired network (e.g., using copper), telephone network,

packet network, an optical network (e.g., using optical fiber), or a wireless network, or any

combination of these. For example, data and other information may be passed between the

computer and components (or steps) of the system using a wireless network using a protocol

such as Wi-Fi (IEEE standards 802.1 1, 802.1 1a, 802.1 1b, 802.1 le, 802. l lg, 802. Hi, and

802.1 In, just to name a few examples). For example, signals from a computer may be

transferred, at least in part, wirelessly to components or other computers.

In an embodiment, with a Web browser executing on a computer workstation system,

a user accesses a system on the World Wide Web (WWW) through a network such as the

Internet. The Web browser is used to download web pages or other content in various formats

including HTML, XML, text, PDF, and postscript, and may be used to upload information to

other parts of the system. The Web browser may use uniform resource identifiers (URLs) to



identify resources on the Web and hypertext transfer protocol (HTTP) in transferring files on

the Web.

Numerous specific details are set forth herein to provide a thorough understanding of

the claimed subject matter. However, those skilled in the art will understand that the claimed

subject matter may be practiced without these specific details. In other instances, methods,

apparatuses, or systems that would be known by one of ordinary skill have not been

described in detail so as not to obscure claimed subject matter.

Unless specifically stated otherwise, it is appreciated that throughout this specification

discussions utilizing terms such as "processing," "computing," "calculating," "determining,"

and "identifying" or the like refer to actions or processes of a computing device, such as one

or more computers or a similar electronic computing device or devices, that manipulate or

transform data represented as physical electronic or magnetic quantities within memories,

registers, or other information storage devices, transmission devices, or display devices of the

computing platform.

The system or systems discussed herein are not limited to any particular hardware

architecture or configuration. A computing device can include any suitable arrangement of

components that provide a result conditioned on one or more inputs. Suitable computing

devices include multipurpose microprocessor-based computer systems accessing stored

software that programs or configures the computing system from a general purpose

computing apparatus to a specialized computing apparatus implementing one or more

embodiments of the present subject matter. Any suitable programming, scripting, or other

type of language or combinations of languages may be used to implement the teachings

contained herein in software to be used in programming or configuring a computing device.

Embodiments of the methods disclosed herein may be performed in the operation of

such computing devices. The order of the blocks presented in the examples above can be

varied—for example, blocks can be re-ordered, combined, and/or broken into sub-blocks.

Certain blocks or processes can be performed in parallel.

The use of "adapted to" or "configured to" herein is meant as open and inclusive

language that does not foreclose devices adapted to or configured to perform additional tasks

or steps. Additionally, the use of "based on" is meant to be open and inclusive, in that a

process, step, calculation, or other action "based on" one or more recited conditions or values

may, in practice, be based on additional conditions or values beyond those recited. Headings,

lists, and numbering included herein are for ease of explanation only and are not meant to be

limiting.



While the present subject matter has been described in detail with respect to specific

embodiments thereof, it will be appreciated that those skilled in the art, upon attaining an

understanding of the foregoing may readily produce alterations to, variations of, and

equivalents to such embodiments. Accordingly, it should be understood that the present

disclosure has been presented for purposes of example rather than limitation, and does not

preclude inclusion of such modifications, variations, and/or additions to the present subject

matter as would be readily apparent to one of ordinary skill in the art.



CLAIMS

What is claimed is:

1. A method for determining an uncertainty across a word space in text, comprising the

steps of:

a) providing text input;

b) providing a database of function words;

d) examining a plurality of words of the text input;

e) identifying each of the plurality of words as one of the function words in the database

or as a content word if the word being identified is not in the database;

f) generating n-gram frequency counts for each unique pseudo-syntactic hybrid, wherein

each of the unique pseudo-syntactic hybrids is an n-gram composed of at least one of

the following: a lexical identity, a lexeme, a lexical category, and an open-class word;

h) repeating steps d-f for a next plurality of words until end text input is reached; and

g) using the n-gram frequency counts to compute the uncertainty for each of the unique

pseudo-syntactic hybrids;

wherein the lexical identity is the word, the lexeme is the set of forms a word can take,

the lexical category is a part of speech of the word, and the open-class word is a content

word that lacks syntactic information.

2 . The method of claim 1, wherein the text input is a document containing text.

3 . The method of claim 1, wherein the text input is the -gram frequency counts are

generated from a corpus.

4 . A system for determining an uncertainty across a word space in text, comprising:

a database of function words;

a counter for generating frequency counts for each unique pseudo-syntactic hybrids,

wherein pseudo-syntactic hybrids are composed of at least one of the following: a

lexical identity, a lexeme, a lexical category, and an open-class word; and



a filter for computing lexical uncertainties across the word spaces of pseudo-syntactic

hybrids using the generated frequency counts;

wherein the lexical identity is the word, the lexeme is the set of forms a word can take,

the lexical category is a part of speech of the word, and the open-class status of the lexical

item is a content word that lacks syntactic information.

The system of claim 4, wherein computing the uncertainty results in providing an input

map of keys and values, each of the keys indicating at least one pseudo-syntactic hybrid,

and the values indicating the uncertainties across the word spaces adjacent to the keys.

A method for formatting text, comprising:

providing text input;

providing a mapping input of keys and values, the keys each indicating at least one of the

unique pseudo-syntactic hybrids, and the values indicating the uncertainties across

word spaces adjacent to the keys; and

examining the text input to look for the keys in the mapping input and formatting widths

of the adjacent spaces of the text input based on the outcome of the examining,

wherein the formatting of the widths of the adjacent spaces of the text input is

determined by the values.

The method of claim 6, wherein the widths of the adjacent spaces are adjusted by

changing at least one of the following character attributes of a space character, a

preceding character or a following character: a letter spacing, a horizontal scaling,

kerning, a horizontal offset, padding, a left-margin, or a right-margin.

The method of claim 6, wherein the widths of the adjacent spaces are adjusted by

inserting an HTML tag within an HTML document.

The method of claim 6, wherein the widths of the adjacent spaces are adjusted by

inserting an XML tag within an XML document.



10. The method of claim 6, wherein the widths of the adjacent spaces are adjusted by

inserting an XHTML tag within an XHTML document.

11. The method of claim 6, wherein one of the values from the mapping input indicates an

absolute space size.

12. The method of claim 6, wherein the widths of the adjacent spaces are adjusted by

replacing a space character with at least one Unicode private use area space character with

a specified width that matches the value from the mapping input.

13. The method of claim 6, wherein one of the values from the mapping input indicates a

relative space size, which is converted to an absolute space size to be to be applied as the

widths of the adjacent spaces.

14. The method of claim 13, wherein the distribution of the relative space sizes across the

keys and the values of the mapping input is maintained, but an absolute space size is

adjusted dynamically.

15. The method of claim 14, wherein an HTML tag is used to dynamically adjust the absolute

space size.

16. The method of claim 14, wherein an HTML tag refers to a CSS stylesheet that provides

the adjustment of the absolute space size that is applied by the HTML tag.

17. The method of claim 6, wherein the formatting of the widths of the adjacent spaces is

adjusted by inserting one or more pixels or sub-pixels before or after space characters.

18. The method of claim 6, wherein the formatting of the width of the adjacent spaces is

adjusted by a web browser or a web-browser plug-in which renders a web document.

19. The method of claim 6, wherein the keys indicate a list of one or more items which are

composed of at least one of the following: a lexical identity, a lexical category, an open-

class status of a lexical item and a closed-class status of the lexical item wherein the



lexical identity is the word, the lexeme is the set of forms a word can take, the lexical

category is a part of speech of the word, the open-class status of the lexical item is a

content word that lacks syntactic information and the closed-class status of the lexical

item is a class of words that does not accept new items.

20. The method of claim 19, wherein the uncertainties across the word spaces is determined

by a measure of conditional entropy.

21. A computer program product for formatting text, the computer program product

comprising a non-transitory computer-readable storage medium having computer-

readable program code portions stored therein, the computer-readable program code

portions comprising:

a first portion configured to provide a text;

a second portion configured to provide a mapping input of keys and values, each of the

keys indicating at least one pseudo-syntactic hybrid, and each of the values indicating

the uncertainty across a word space adjacent to the key; and

a third executable portion configured to examine the text input to look for the keys in the

mapping input and formatting widths of between-word spaces of the text input that is

based on an outcome of the examination, wherein the formatting of the widths of the

between-word spaces is determined by the value.

22. In a computer system, having a display, and a method of displaying text, comprising the

steps of:

a) creating a list of all instances of a word wherein the character preceding the word

includes at least one of: a space, a beginning of the word, a beginning of a line, a

beginning of a paragraph, a beginning of a document, a tab, an indent, or a

punctuation character;

b) for each of the words in the list from step a, looking up the word (n) and a subsequent

word (n+l) that immediately follows the word (n) in an adjustment score library,

wherein the word and the subsequent word that follows are separated by a space

character; and



c) if found in the adjustment library, then adjusting the width of the space character using

an adjustment score found for a word bigram of the word and the subsequent word in

the adjustment library;

d) setting n to n + 1; and

e) repeating steps b-d for all items in the list created in step a .
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